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Overview and Approach

Committee Charge: Evaluate titling practices for Ph.D.-level
research scientists at peer universities and recommend updates
to UW-Madison titling practices

Focus on 
Research Professor title

EXTERNAL DATA INTERNAL DATA
GOAL: Compile data on peer
research institutions regarding use
and implementation of Research
Professor title

GOAL: Survey benefits/drawbacks
of current titling practices and to
gauge interest/impact of potential
Research Professor title

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Academic Staff Executive Comm charged the Ad Hoc Committee on Research Scientist Titles to…....During our initial meetings, the committee collectively agreed to focus specifically on the Research Professor title as this has been an academic title that has been discussed previously and was of interest to the committee members, all of whom are PhD-level researchers and scientists. We took an approach in which subcommittees were formed to compile both external and internal data. EXTERNALLY, we wanted to gather data on the use and implementation of the RP title at peer institutionsINTERNALLY, we sought to .........TRANSITION: so, in the next several slides, I will present to your our findings and then conclude with our committee recommendations.



BIG 10 Top Research Official Peer
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Rutgers University Johns Hopkins University University of Texas-Austin

Michigan State University University of Pennsylvania

University of Maryland-College Park University of California-San Francisco

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Northwestern University

Penn State University

Purdue University

Ohio State University

University of Illinois-UC

Indiana University Bloomington

External Data: 
Selected Institutions for Review
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The External Subcommittee selected 20 institutions to review for their use and implementation of the Research Professor title. These institutions fell into three categories: The BIG 10 conference, which included 13 of our regional peers. We also included the Top Research Institutions, which are those institutions with the highest research expenditures in the country, and in which UW-Madison ranks 6th in the nation. We also included several schools categorized as our “Official Peers”TRANSITION: we researched these schools to first determine whether they use the Research Prof title…...



Use of Research Professor Title at Selected 
Regional/Research Peer Institutions

YES
86%

NO
14%

BIG 10 
INSTITUTIONS

YES
100%

TOP FIVE 
RESEARCH 

INSTITUTIONS

YES
95%

NO
5%

ALL COMPARED 
INSTITUTIONS

YES: 19/20
NO: 1/20

(Indiana University) 

YES: 12/14
NO: 2/14 

(Indiana University and 
UW-Madison) 

YES: 5/5
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….and what we found was broad use of the Research Professor title or an equivalent title. Of the 20 total institutions we analyzed, only one (Indiana) did not use the title. Of the 14 total Big Ten schools, 86% use the Research Professor title, and only 2 schools, counting UW-Madison, do not. Interestingly, of the Top 5 Research Institutions use the RP title. TRANSITION: There were some notable themes in the RP title among these institutions......



Research Professor Policies 
at Peer Institutions

• At ALL compared institutions:

• Research Professor track is separate from other Ph.D.-level 
research titles; criteria parallel tenure-track professors

• Research Professors are NOT eligible for tenure

• Research Professors are considered Faculty

• Institutional support for Research Professors:
• Bridge Funding, Tuition Remission, Salary Support
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At all of the institutions that use the RP title, the RP track is separate from other Ph.D. titles; the criteria for appointment parallel the research component of tenure track profsRP title is a non-tenure track positionsRPs are categorized as Faculty at all institutions, and this could be Research Faculty, Specialized Faculty, or some other category of Faculty. And while it wasn’t true at all institutions and there were certain policy differences, there was also a strong theme of institutional support for RPs, including bridge funding, tuition remission, and a percentage of RP’s salary covered. TRANSITION: one particular policy we were interested in learning more about was PI status. Research Professors are expected to run an independent research program, and therefore PI status and the ability to freely apply for extramural funding is an important policy consideration for this title…..



Research Professor 
Principal Investigator (PI) Policies

• Majority (79%) grant 
automatic PI status for 
Research Professors at 
all title ranks

• BIG10 Schools:
• 67% of BIG10 schools 

grant automatic PI status

• Top Research Schools:
• 100% Top 5 Research 

schools grant automatic 
PI status

4
21%

15
79%

PI Status Policy at Institutions 
with Research Professor Title 

Eligible/Requir
es Approval

Automatic
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RPs were eligible to serve as Pis at all institutions. Of the 19 schools use RP title: 15 automatic, 4 still require approval. However, the majority, or 79%, grant automatic PI status to RPs at ALL title ranks. Nearly 70% of BigTen schools with the RP title grant automatic…..and interestingly, the Top 5 Research schools grant automatic PI status to RPs. TRANSITION: so, these are some of the highlights of the external review performed by our committee, and I would direct you to the full report for additional information…...



UW-Madison lags far behind regional 
and research peers in implementing the 
Research Professor Title
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….but our main conclusion from this external review is that UW-Madison lags significantly behind our regional and research peers in......TRANSITION: We also wanted to survey the state of Ph.D.-level research titles on campus.....



Internal Review of UW-Madison 
Research Scientist Titles
• Current Ph.D.-level research scientist title tracks:

• Researcher series (n=574)
• Scientist series (n=659)
• Current Research Professor title is honorific (n=14)

FY2016-2017: 
$131 million (12%) in 
grants awarded to 
academic staff PIs

$202 million (18%) 
awarded in grants to 
academic staff PIs, 
co-PIs, or co-Is
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At UW-Madison, the main PhD-level research scientist titles are the Researcher and Scientist series. There is also an honorific RP title, which was adopted 18 years ago in 2000. There are over 1200 Researchers and Scientists on campus, and there are currently 14 honorific RPs. According to the NSF, these numbers make UW-Madison the 5th top employer of doctorate level non-faculty researchers in the nation. Our Researchers and Scientists are also major contributors to research funding and expenditures on campus….and this is despite having academic titles that are viewed somewhat unfavorably by grant reviewers. TRANSITION: In addition to gathering this snapshot of current state of PhD level researchers on campus, the internal subcommittee also wanted to gauge how the introduction of a RP title would be perceived by leadership at UW-madison.



Internal Interviews with UW-Madison 
Leadership at Research Centers/Institutes

Directors/Associate Directors (n=9)

• Targeted centers with multiple staff scientists and diverse study 
areas

Internal Review Major Findings: 

• Believe that staff research scientists struggle to secure funding over 
their faculty ‘peers’

• Most strongly support Research Professor title 
• Agree title should come with automatic/blanket PI status
• Improve recruitment/retention of high-caliber scientists
• Provide career opportunities
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Therefore, we conducted interviews with nine Directors and Associate Directors of Research Centers/Institutes on campus that employ a large number of staff scientists across diverse study areas.  The major findings from this internal review is that….TRANSITION: So, at the conclusion of our work reviewing the Research Professor title at peer institutions and how this title might be received here on campus, The Ad Hoc Committee on Research Scientist Titles makes the following recommendations, which are outlined in the Academic Staff Assembly Document #681.



Recommendations for the 
Research Professor Title
• Introduction of a Research Professor title track (Assistant, Associate, No Prefix, 

Distinguished) that is distinct from preexisting Researcher and Scientist title series. 

• Criteria for Research Professor appointment shall closely mirror the research 
responsibilities outlined for a tenure-track Professor at the corresponding rank. 

• Research Professors receive automatic Principal Investigator status at all title ranks. 

• Research Professors can serve as co-advisor (or principal advisor as policy allows) and 
supervise undergraduate/graduate students, postdoctoral research associates, and 
staff.

• Research Professors receive a minimum of 5 percent of their salary from the university 
general fund, are eligible to compete for intramural research funds, and are eligible for 
start-up, grant-writing, and bridge funding at the discretion of the unit.

• Research Professors are categorized as Academic Staff, but culturally integrated as 
Faculty within units per standard practices.

Academic Staff Assembly Document #681
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We feel that the introduction of the Research Professor title, along with the outlined policies, represents a mutually beneficial policy to both staff scientists looking for additional career opportunities and the university, which is hoping to remain a competitive academic research institution at the national level. 
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